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Evolving Systems Approach to the Attitude Control of

a Space-Debris Removal Spacecraft

J.M.G. Habets∗ and E. Mooij†

Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering,

Kluyverweg 1, 2629 HS Delft, The Netherlands

S.A. Frost‡

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035

The unexpected loss of contact with Envisat, the European Space Agency’s largest
environmental spacecraft, has added one more item to the growing list of debris in space.
ESA plans to retrieve Envisat by attaching a chaser spacecraft to it with the help of a robot
arm and tentacles. This paper investigates the stability and controllability of the system
before, during, and after docking operations. A new approach, called Evolving Systems, is
applied to the problem by modelling the connection between Envisat and the chaser as an
increasingly stiff (rotational) spring-damper system. The stability of the system is assessed
by a linear stability analysis and a nonlinear system analysis. For the nonlinear analysis, a
simulator is used consisting of the two spacecraft, the connection model, a Linear Quadratic
Regulator, a reaction-control system, and a control allocator. The linear stability analysis
showed that the system remains stable during its evolution; however, if the debris would
have the same size as the chaser, instability can occur. Further research could focus on
docking with smaller space debris. The nonlinear analysis showed that a simple Linear
Quadratic Regulator can stabilise the system before, during, and after docking, even if the
initial conditions of the target are uncertain. Moreover, the docking phase has little effect
on the motion of Envisat and the stability of the system, because of the large difference in
size between the chaser and Envisat.

Nomenclature

a Actuator control input vector
e Euler eigenaxis
I Inertia tensor, kg·m2

J Performance index
K Gain matrix
m Mass, kg
M External torque, Nm
q Quaternion
Q State weight matrix
R Control input weight matrix
T Configuration matrix
x State vector
u Control vector
y Output vector
ε Connection parameter
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θ Rotation angle around Euler eigenaxis, rad
λ Weight factor control allocation
ω Angular velocity vector, rad/s

Subscripts
0 Initial condition
C Chaser
e Error
S Stack
T Target

I. Introduction

A diverse group of objects contribute to space debris; large objects, such as non-functional satellites,
spent upper-stages of rockets, payload adapters, lens covers, clamp-bands, yo-yo de-spin devices, and even
screwdrivers and protective gloves lost during extra-vehicular activities of astronauts. But also smaller
objects, such as slag particles produced during solid rocket motor burns, cooling liquids, and degradation
products resulting from crack formation.1

All this debris is becoming an increasing threat for future space missions. Therefore, numerous options
to actively get rid of space debris are being evaluated. They range from solar sails to sling shots, and from
tentacles to tethers. Some are more suited for small debris and some for large debris. The European Space
Agency (ESA) aims to actively remove debris with the e.Deorbit mission, which is part of the Clean Space
Initiative.

e.Deorbit is an active debris removal (ADR) mission, designed for debris with a heavy mass in Sun-
synchronous/polar orbits, between 800 km and 1000 km altitude. Concurrent Design Facility (CDF) studies
have been performed with assumptions about the target based on Envisat, ESA’s largest environmental
satellite, which became inoperable in April 2012 and is a candidate for a deorbit mission. Amongst several
options to actively remove Envisat from its current orbit there is one, which uses a chaser satellite with
a robotic arm.2 The chaser satellite will attach a robotic arm to the target, fix itself to the target with
tentacles, stabilise both vehicles, and eventually deorbit.

The focus of this research is on the attitude control of the chaser when it is in the vicinity of the
target. The stability of the system is evaluated before, during, and after docking with the large space debris.
To facilitate the stability analysis, a new method called Evolving Systems is used. Evolving Systems are
dynamical systems that are self-assembled from actively controlled subsystems.3 The docking of the chaser
with Envisat can be seen as such a system, except that the debris is passive. As mentioned before, docking is
a complex procedure, consisting of using a robot arm, tentacles, and pushing rods. To simplify the modelling
of the docking procedure, Evolving Systems can be used to represent the forces and moments acting on the
various components by springs and dampers, which become stiffer as the docking progresses.

This paper will start by detailing the docking scenario and the dynamics of the system. Next, Evolving
Systems will be introduced, together with a mathematical background and an analysis of the chaser-target
system. Then, the elements of the attitude control system of the chaser will be discussed. This includes
a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), a control allocation algorithm, and a thruster model. Next, the
simulation results will be presented and evaluated. This paper ends with conclusions and recommendations.

II. Docking Model

A. Docking Scenario

The mission scenario starts with a launch and commissioning phase. After orbit transfer and phasing, the
rendezvous phase will start at a relative distance of around 3 km. When the chaser has approached the
target to within 50 m, the target-observation phase commences. Then, the chaser begins to synchronise its
motion to that of the target and will eventually capture it.

A proposed rendezvous-and-docking procedure can be seen in Fig. 1. When the chaser is in the vicinity of
Envisat, it will deploy its tentacles (Fig. 1a) and match the motion of the target. Because of a possible, large
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tumbling motion of Envisat of up to 3.5 deg/s (Ref. 2), the chaser has to actively control its translational
motion to stay in the same position with respect to Envisat. Furthermore, to keep the chaser pointed towards
the target, the chaser has to control its attitude. Meanwhile, during the synchronisation, the chaser will
approach Envisat on a certain path towards the contact point (Fig. 1b). When the chaser is close enough, it
will deploy its robotic arm and grab Envisat’s solar-panel beam (Fig. 1c). With this point of support between
the chaser and the target, the target has better manoeuvrability and can position itself closer towards the
intended contact point. When the chaser has moved to its final position, it will close its tentacle arms
around the body of Envisat (Fig. 1d) and deploy the pushing rods to firmly attach itself to Envisat (Fig. 1e).
These three phases have been called the semi-connected phase. The next task of the chaser is to stabilise
the rotational motion of the stack (Fig. 1f) and possibly re-orient itself to attain a sun-pointing attitude or
braking attitude required for the deorbit burns.

(a) Deploy the tentacles (b) Approach Envisat (c) Deploy robotic arm and grab
Envisat solar panel beam

(d) Close the tentacle arms (e) Deploy the pushing rods (f) Stabilise stack for deorbiting

Figure 1: Docking phases2

B. System Dynamics

The attitude of both the target and chaser spacecraft are parametrised by quaternions of rotation. The
four-dimensional quaternion q = [q1 q2 q3 q4]T is described as:

q1 = ex sin(θ/2)

q2 = ey sin(θ/2)

q3 = ez sin(θ/2)

q4 = cos(θ/2)

(1)
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where θ is the rotation angle around the Euler eigenaxis e = [ex ey ez]
T . The kinematic differential equations

in terms of quaternions are: 
q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

q̇4

 =
1

2


−q1
−q2
q3

q4

−q2
q1

q4

−q3

−q3
q4

−q1
q2

ωxωy
ωz

 (2)

where ω
B/I
B = [ωx ωy ωz]

T is the angular velocity of the vehicle with respect to the ECI frame, expressed in
the vehicle body frame, which will be simply denoted as ω from here on.

The rotational dynamics of a rigid body are described with Euler’s equations of rotational motion:

M = Iω̇ + ω × Iω (3)

with M the external torque, I the inertia tensor of the body, and ω the angular-velocity vector.
The moments of inertia of Envisat around the principle axes are equal toa

IT =

16969 0 0

0 124700 0

0 0 129077

 kg m2 (4)

The moment of inertia of the chaser is based on a rectangular box with dimensions 1.2 × 1.2 × 3 m, and a
mass of 1,500 kg (Ref. 2):

IC =

 1
12m

(
y2 + z2

)
0 0

0 1
12m

(
x2 + z2

)
0

0 0 1
12m

(
x2 + y2

)
 =

1320 0 0

0 1320 0

0 0 360

 kg m2 (5)

When the chaser has docked with the target, it is assumed that a rigid body is formed and that there is
no flexibility between the chaser and target. This stack configuration has the combined inertia of both the
chaser and the target. First, the centre of mass of the combined system has to be found

rcm =
1

M
(mT rT +mCrC) (6)

where M = mT +mC . It is assumed that chaser docks exactly in line with the centre of mass of Envisat.
Next, using the parallel-axis theorem, the inertias of the chaser and target can be found with respect to

the new centre of mass of the stack:

ICS = ICC −MC [rCcm×]2, ITS = ITT −MT [rTcm×]2 (7)

with

M =

m 0 0

0 m 0

0 0 m

 , [rcm×] =

 0 −rz ry

rz 0 −rx
−ry rx 0

 (8)

Adding the two gives the inertia of the stack

IS = ITS + ICS =

130521 0 −30

0 27282 0

−30 0 134251

 kg m2 (9)

aESA, ”Envisat FINAL MARB ESTEC”, 2012, ESA Document
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III. Evolving Systems

In Ref. 3 a framework is proposed for the autonomous assembly of actively controlled dynamical subsys-
tems into an Evolved System. Originally, Evolving Systems were intended for the assembly of large space
structures, such as large telescopes, space stations, or large solar-collecting spacecraft. However, Evolving
Systems can also be used for rendezvous and docking missions, servicing missions, or formation flying.

An Evolving System consists of a number of actively controlled subsystem components. These components
assemble, or mate, to form an Evolved System, which has a higher purpose than the individual subsystem
components. For example, a chaser satellite approaches some large space debris and connects with it to
form a system that will deorbit itself. It is important to note that in this particular system only one of the
components, i.e., the chaser, is actively controlled.

The connections between components in the Evolving System are modelled as compliant forces operating
on the displacements of physical coordinates (translational or rotational) within the components. The
connection forces joining the components can, e.g., be modelled as springs connecting two elements. A key
concept in Evolving Systems is an evolutionary connection parameter ε ranging from 0 to 1. This parameter
allows the connection between the two components to evolve smoothly from unconnected (ε = 0) to connected
(ε = 1).

In Evolving Systems, it is assumed that the control of the components is autonomous. The individual
components are controlled locally, to remain stable and to meet their performance requirements. An im-
portant issue in Evolving Systems is the stability of the components during the evolution of the system.
Stability cannot always be ensured, using only local controllers. Therefore, an adaptive controller is placed
on a key component to restore stability of the evolving system in Ref. 4. One of the goals of this paper is to
determine if a simple Linear Quadratic Regulator can keep the system stable as well, or if a more advanced
adaptive controller is required.

In this section a mathematical description of Evolving Systems will be presented. Next, a simple spring-
damper model, which is used to describe the chaser-target system, will be treated. Last, a linear stability
analysis will be performed.

A. Mathematical background

Starting with a general nonlinear state equation for a system of i components:3

ẋi = fi(xi,ui); xi(0) = x0
i

yi = gi(xi,ui)

}
i = 1, 2, ..., L (10)

where, xi =
[
xi1, x

i
2, ..., x

i
ni

]T
is the component state vector with ni denoting the length of the ith component,

u =
[
ui1, u

i
2, ..., u

i
mi

]T
the control input vector (dimensions mi), and yi =

[
yi1, y

i
2, ..., x

i
pi

]T
the output vector

(dimensions pi). Both fi and gi can be nonlinear functions. In the original formulation of Evolving Systems,
each component is locally controlled, meaning that the control depends only on the local state or local
output, i.e. ui = hi(xi) or ui = hi(yi). However, in this research the components are not restricted to be
locally controlled; knowledge of the state of the debris is required to synchronise the motion of the chaser
with the debris.

The idea behind Evolving Systems is to add connection forces and moments between various components.
A connection between component i and j is described by kij(x,u) and the evolution of the connection is
captured in the parameter εij , which ranges from 0 to 1:

ẋi = fi(xi,ui) +

L∑
j=1

εijkij(x,u); xi(0) = x0
i

yi = gi(xi,ui)

 i = 1, 2, ..., L (11)

In this paper, the connection is modelled as a simple spring-damper system. So the dynamics of the complex
robot arm, tentacles arms, and pushing rods are assumed to be captured by a simple (rotational) spring-
damper system. In the following, a parametrisation of the spring and damper will be given.
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B. Spring parametrisation

Euler’s eigenaxis can be used as the single axis around which the spring is rotated from its equilibrium
position. Figure 2 shows two reference frames A and B. By rotating frame A around the eigenaxis e by an
angle θ frame B is reached.

Figure 2: Euler’s eigenaxis

Imagining that the spring is connected to the Euler eigenaxis, we can write the spring moment as:

M = −Kθe (12)

where it is assumed that the spring-constant matrix K consists only of diagonal terms. The spring moment
can then be written as:

M =

Mx

My

Mz

 =

−exkxθ−eykyθ
−ezkzθ

 (13)

with kx, ky, and kz the spring constants around the three axes. So, for example, the single rotation around
the ZB axis gives an eigenvector e = [0 0 1]T .

To apply this to the rotations of the target and chaser, the inertial frame I will be used as the reference
frame to which the rotations of the chaser and target will be described. In terms of direction cosine matrix,
the rotation from the target to the chaser frame can be described as

CC/T = CC/ICI/T

= CC/I
(
CT/I

)T (14)

and from the chaser to the target
CT/C = CT/ICI/C

= CT/I
(
CC/I

)T
=
(
CC/T

)T (15)

Or, in terms of quaternions:

qC/T = qC/I ⊗
(
qT/I

)−1
qT/C = qT/I ⊗

(
qC/I

)−1
=
(
qC/T

)∗ (16)

Then, the spring moment acting on, e.g., the chaser can be calculated using the quaternion from the T frame
to the C frame, qC/T :

MC =

−e
C/T
x kxθ

−eC/Ty kyθ

−eC/Tz kzθ

 (17)
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The spring moment on the target is the negative of this after recognising that the eigenaxis is constant in
both reference frames:

e = e1x̂C + e2ŷC + e3ẑC

= e1x̂T + e2ŷT + e3ẑT
(18)

C. Damping

The damping moment MD of a simple, mechanical viscous rotational damper (dashpot) is given by

MD = −Cdωe (19)

where Cd is the damping coefficient matrix, and the error angular-velocity vector ωe, as seen from, e.g., the
target, is equal to the angular velocity of the chaser minus that of the target. It can be expressed in the
target frame, as:

ωeT = ω
C/T
T = ω

C/I
T + ω

I/T
T (20)

= ω
C/I
T − ω

T/I
T (21)

= TT/Cω
C/I
C − ω

T/I
T (22)

where ω
I/T
T = −ωT/IT has been used, and the chaser angular velocity has been expressed in the target

reference frame.
Similarly, for the chaser

ωeC = ω
T/C
C = TC/Tω

T/I
T − ω

C/I
C (23)

which is equal to minus the error angular velocity seen from the target.
So, if we want the damper moment acting on the target, MT

D, we use the error angular velocity as seen

from the target, ω
C/T
T :

MT
D = −Cdω

C/T
T (24)

D. Linear stability

The linear stability of the chaser-target system can be analysed by looking at a linearised version of the
system. To simplify the analysis it is assumed that, instead of the chaser being attached to a moving target,
it is attached to a stationary wall. The reasoning behind this is that the rotational dynamics of the chaser
have very little impact on the target debris because of the large (two orders of magnitude) inertia difference
between the chaser and target.

Following the method in Ref. 3, the stability of the linear system is assessed by looking at the location of
the poles during the evolution from unconnected to connected. Figure 3 shows the location of the poles for an
uncontrolled system. It can be seen that for a system with a small spring constant some of the poles remain
in or move into the right half-plane, meaning the system becomes unstable. For a large spring constant, the
system remains stable by itself.

The same analysis was performed but with an Linear Quadratic Regulator as a local controller on the
chaser, as explained in Sec. IV.A. Figure 4 shows the locations of the poles for a system with an LQR with
both high and low control gains. As can be seen, the system remains stable during its evolution. Increasing
the gains of the LQR moves the poles further along both the imaginary and real axis, meaning that the
system damps out faster. Based on this linear stability analysis it can be concluded that for a controlled
system, where the target is much larger than the chaser, the system does not become unstable as it evolves.

However, what happens if both spacecraft have the same size? Does the increased interaction between
the two bodies affect the stability of the system? For this analysis both the target and chaser states have
to be included in the state-space system. This system is then linearised and the locations of the poles are
evaluated. Using a spring constant of 10 Nm/rad, the poles of the system can be seen in Fig. 5. Because
of the increased number of states of the system, the number of poles has increased as well. It is now a lot
harder to distinguish which paths the poles follow; however, the end result is more important.

As before, the uncontrolled system is unstable during its evolution, because there are poles in the right
half-plane when the system is fully connected (Fig. 5a). Moreover, the system is already unstable when it is
unconnected. However, unlike before, the controlled system now also has some unstable poles, see Fig. 5b.
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(b) K = 1000 Nm/rad

Figure 3: Pole location of an uncontrolled linear evolving system with large
target debris
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(b) High control gains

Figure 4: Pole location of a linear, evolving system with LQR control,
K = 10N/rad, and large target debris
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Figure 5: Pole location of a linear, evolving system with equally sized target
debris, K = 10 Nm/rad

What this means is that the stable controller, which has been designed for the chaser, can cause instability of
the entire system when the chaser and target become connected. So, although these results are not relevant
for the Envisat-chaser system, for future docking missions with smaller space debris they are relevant.

IV. Attitude Control Design

The preliminary design of the chaser consists of a Reaction Control System (RCS) and reaction wheels
as actuators. Initial simulations have shown that the reaction wheels are not large enough to control the
chaser during the synchronisation phase. Therefore, only the RCS will be investigated further.

The other elements of the attitude control design consist of a control algorithm to find the control
moments; a control allocation method to distribute this moment among the thrusters; and a Pulse-Width
Pulse-Frequency (PWPF) modulator to transform the continuous control moment into discrete pulses for
the thrusters.

A. Linear Quadratic Regulator

Quaternion feedback control has seen numerous applications in spacecraft attitude systems,5 missile control,6

and robot manipulators.7 The basic quaternion feedback controller has the form:

u = −Keqe −Ceωe (25)

where Ke and Ce are gain matrices, qe is the vector part (q1, q2, q3) of the error quaternion qe, and ωe the
angular velocity error. Only the vector part of the quaternion needs to be considered, because the scalar
part of the quaternion, q4, is dependent on the vector part (through the unit-norm constraint) and does not
provide any additional information to the control algorithm. The quaternion and angular-velocity error are
given by:

qe = qC ⊗ q∗T , ωe = ωC − ωT (26)

with qC the chaser quaternion and q∗T the conjugate of the target quaternion.
A linear control law is considered, and Eq. (25) is rewritten as:

u = −Kx (27)

The infinite-time LQR is an optimal controller of the form of Eq. (27) for an LTI system that minimises the
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quadratic performance index:

J =

∞∫
0

(
xTQx + uTRu

)
dt (28)

where Q is an n×n symmetric positive semi-definite matrix and R is an m×m symmetric positive definite
matrix. A typical choice for Q and R is based on Bryson’s rule:

Q = diag (q1, q2, ..., qn) , R = ρ · diag (r1, r2, ..., rm) ,

qi =
1

∆xi
2 , ri =

1

∆ui
2

(29)

with ∆xi the permissible error in the states, ∆ui the maximum control input, and ρ a positive constant.
Initial simulations showed that a single set of gains for all three phases of the docking (unconnected,

semi-connected, and stack) was not sufficient to stabilise the system. Therefore, two sets of gains were used;
one for the unconnected and semi-connected phase, and one for the stack phase. These gains were computed
using two different linearised systems (one with the chaser inertia tensor, and the other with the stack inertia
tensor). For both sets of gains the same settings were used to compute the optimal gains:

∆q =
[
0.01 0.01 0.01

]T
, ∆ω =

[
0.01 0.01 0.01

]T
deg/s

(30)

∆u =
[
100 100 100

]T
Nm, ρ = 50

B. Control Allocation

The chaser has an RCS, which consists of 24 thrusters, providing both the translational and rotational
control of the chaser. The thrusters are placed in pods of three on the vertices of the chaser, see Fig. 6a.
Clearly, there is a large number of actuators and the control effort has to be distributed among the multiple,
redundant actuators.

(a) Location of thrusters

0 1 2 3 4
−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

time (sec)

S
ig

n
a
l

(-
)

Input

Filter

Trigger

(b) Discrete PWPF modulator outputs

Figure 6: Thruster subsystem

In general, the transformation between the desired control actions u = [u1 . . . um]T and the delivered
control input to the actuators a = [a1 . . . an]T can be written as:

u = Ta (31)
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where T is the m×n configuration matrix. In case of the thruster set-up of the chaser this would be a 6×24
matrix. And a is usually limited:

amin ≤ a ≤ amax (32)

If m < n, the problem of Eq. (31) is an underdetermined system, which has either zero or infinitely many
solutions. One of the methods to solve this problem is by using the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. If the
system has multiple solutions, the pseudo-inverse can be used to find a solution that minimises the l2 norm
of a.8

The pseudo-inverse is just one of the possible methods to solve the problem of Eq. (31). In general, the
fundamental control allocation problem can be formulated as finding a vector a such that the performance
index

J = ||Ta− u|| (33)

is minimised, subject to the constraints of Eq. (32). If J = 0 the problem is solved exactly. However, the
solution is not necessarily unique (unless T satisfies certain specific conditions). An additional objective
could then be, e.g., to minimise the control effort.

However, instead of solving the two problems sequentially, a mixed optimisation problem can be defined,
which combines the error and control minimisation problems into a single problem. The performance index
is then defined as9

J = ||Ta− u||+ λ||a− ap|| (34)

where ap is some preferred control input (e.g., a nominal reaction-wheel rotational rate) and λ a weight
factor. Because error minimisation has a higher priority than control minimisation, this number is chosen
to be small.

Last, the order of the norm in Eq. (34) has to be specified. Bodson and Frost consider an l1, l2 and
mixed l1 − l∞.9 The norm of a vector x can be written as:

||x||p =


n∑

i=1

|xi|p


1/p

(35)

For p = 1 we get the l1 norm, p = 2 gives the Euclidean norm, and we get the maximum norm l∞ when p
approaches infinity.

We choose the l1-norm, because it will minimise the sum of the total control effort; a measure of the
required propellant. So, the control allocation problem has been translated into a mixed l1 minimisation
problem. Solving such a linear programming problem can be done with standard numerical methods. In our
research a self-dual parametric simplex method has been used.10

C. Pulse-Width Pulse-Frequency Modulation

The reaction-jet thrusters have a binary state, i.e., on or off. To deliver the required continuous control
moments, some form of modulation has to be applied. In Ref. 11, a Pulse-Width Pulse-Frequency modulator
is described, which consists of a first-order lag filter and a Schmitt trigger inside a feedback loop. When
the filter reaches a certain threshold Uon the trigger outputs the maximum value Um of the thrusters. The
trigger is ”reset” when the filter drops below Uoff . The working principle of the PWPF has been visualised
for a sine wave input in Fig. 6b.

A discrete time implementation of the PWPF modulator has the following transfer function:

H(z) =
Km∆Tm

1 + (∆Tm − 1)z−1
, ∆Tm =

∆t

Tm
(36)

where ∆t is the sample time of the thrusters and Tm and Km are filter coefficients.

V. Simulation Results

A number of simulations has been performed to analyse the stability of the system. First, for a nominal
case, the transient and steady-state behaviour of the system during the unconnected, semi-connected, and
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stack phase have been assessed. Second, the influence of uncertainties in the angular rate of the target have
been investigated by means of a Monte-Carlo analysis.

As described in Sec. II.A, the docking phase will start with a synchronisation phase. As a nominal case,
it is assumed that the target has an initial rotational rate of 3.5 deg/s with equal components around the
three axes, i.e.:

ωT,0 = 3.5
x

|x|
deg/s, x =

[
1 1 1

]T
(37)

The target is given a zero initial attitude qT,0 =
[
0 0 0 1

]T
and the chaser is assumed to be in

its nominal attitude which has a roll, pitch, and yaw of 0, -90, and -90 deg, respectively, or qC,0 =[
−0.5 −0.5 −0.5 0.5

]T
, and zero angular velocity. So the chaser has to match both its attitude and

angular velocity to that of the target to synchronise the rotational motion. For now, ideal navigation is
assumed, yielding perfect knowledge about the state.

The error quaternion between the chaser and target is given by qC/T . To clearly present the results in
this paper, the rotation angle θ associated with this error quaternion is used to indicate the angular error
the chaser and target, i.e.:

θ = 2 cos−1
(
q
C/T
4

)
(38)

A. Synchronisation

Figure 7a shows the angle θ over time. It can be deduced that the LQR is able to reduce the angular
error between the chaser and target to zero in little over 20 seconds and that the steady-state error is kept
below 0.8 deg. The mean steady-state error over the last 50 seconds is equal to 0.49 deg. The desired control
moments, which come directly from the LQR, are shown in Fig. 7b. This figure reveals that the control effort
is high at the beginning of the synchronisation phase. Furthermore, the thrusters have to fire continually to
keep the chaser aligned with the target, which has a constantly changing angular velocity vector.

The actual control moments generated by the thrusters are shown in Fig. 7c, where each spike corresponds
to one or more thruster firings. Comparing Fig. 7b and 7c, the effects of the control-allocation algorithm
and the PWPF modulator are clearly visible. Using an Isp of 230 sec, the total propellant mass is calculated
to be 0.64 kg.

The angular velocity of the target is assumed to be uncertain. Therefore, a Monte Carlo analysis has
been performed on the synchronisation phase to see what the effect of varying angular velocities is on the
steady-state error and propellant usage of the chaser. To this end, the angular velocity of Eq. (37) is allowed
to take on any value, as long as it has a magnitude of 3.5 deg/s.

In Fig. 8 the results of a Monte Carlo run with 1000 samples is shown. The mean steady-state error
(Fig. 8a) is the mean value of the error over the last 50 seconds of the simulation. As can be seen, the steady-
state error remains below 0.8 deg for all initial angular velocities, and its mean is 0.38 deg. Furthermore,
the total propellant (Fig. 8b) has a mean value of 0.72 kg.

B. Semi-connected

An important aspect for the simulation of the semi-connected phase is the time-history of the evolutionary
parameter, ε. Therefore, a simple assessment has been made about the time line of the docking. Initially,
there is no connection, meaning that ε = 0, then, as the robot arm grasps the target, the stiffness will slowly
start increasing. Then, as the tentacles and pushing rods are deployed, the stiffness is expected to quickly
rise. As can be seen in Fig. 9 this has been modelled by taking two slopes. When the robot arm grasps
the target, the system is still flexible (a gradual slope for 50 seconds), but as soon as the tentacles close
and the pushing rods are deployed, the system becomes less flexible (a steeper slope for 50 seconds). For
analysis purposes the system is then assumed to remain at the same flexibility for another 50 seconds, while
in reality the system would become one (rigid) body. This has been done to see what the long-term effect
of the connection is on the (numerical) stability of the system. The spring constant has been assumed to be
equal to 1,000 Nm/rad around all three axes.

At the beginning of the semi-connected phase, the state of the chaser and target are the same as at the
end of the synchronisation phase. Then, as can be seen from Fig. 10a, the error between the two spacecraft
decreases when the connection becomes stiffer. As expected from the linear stability analysis, the system
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Figure 7: Synchronisation with LQR
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Figure 8: Monte Carlo runs (1000) for stack with varying angular velocity
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remains stable. Furthermore, the steady-state error decreases to 0.1 deg. Thus, the connection has little
impact on the motion of the target and it actually decreases the error between the chaser and target. As a
result, less control effort is required, as can be seen in Fig. 10b. The total propellant required during this
phase is 0.12 kg.
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Figure 10: Semi-connected phase with LQR

C. Stack phase

Once the two spacecraft have docked, it is assumed that they have formed one, single, rigid body. The
objective of the control algorithm then switches to stabilising and reorienting the stack. To this end, a new
commanded attitude is given, which has zero angular velocity and a roll, pitch, and yaw angle of -90, 0,
and 0 deg, respectively. In this attitude the stack is gravity-gradient stabilised, its deorbit thrusters are
pointed in the correct direction to slow down the stack, and a direct line of communication with the Earth
is possible.12

As can be seen in Fig. 11a, the LQR is again able to reduce the (new) error to zero. Because of the large
size of the stack, the required time is now roughly 250 seconds. Furthermore, the steady-state error remains
below 0.8 deg with the mean steady-state error over the last 400 seconds equal to 0.52 deg. The control
effort during the transient response is a lot larger than it was during the two previous phases (Fig. 11b). The
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actuators remain saturated for a longer period and the control effort is large till t = 600. After that, less
control is required to keep the stack stable, because the objective of the controller is now to keep the stack
in a certain static attitude. It only has to compensate for the primary disturbance: the gravity-gradient
torque. The total required propellant during the stack phase is equal to 4.0 kg.
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Figure 11: Stack reorientation

Again, a Monte-Carlo analysis was performed to see if the LQR is capable of stabilising the target for
varying initial angular velocities. As can be seen in Fig. 12a, the steady-state error remains below 0.8 deg as
well and has a mean of 0.4 deg. The propellant usage has increased to a mean value of 5.8 kg, see Fig. 12b.
This value is much larger than for the synchronisation phase, because the stack system has a larger inertia
and the simulation period was longer.
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Figure 12: Monte Carlo runs (1000) for stack with varying angular velocity

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper the rotational motion of a chaser spacecraft that docks with large space-debris, was investi-
gated. The Evolving-Systems framework was applied to the docking problem; using a simple spring-damper
the connection between the two spacecraft was modelled and the progression of the docking was captured in
an evolutionary parameter.

First, the linear stability of the system was analysed by looking at the poles of the linearised system.
For a system with large space-debris, i.e., the inertia of the debris is two orders of magnitude larger than
that of the chaser, the controlled system remains stable. However, for a system with equally-sized objects,
instability can occur even when the chaser is actively controlled. For future debris removal mission this could
be of relevance when the debris is relatively small.

Next, the nonlinear behaviour of the system was investigated. Using a simple Linear Quadratic Regulator,
it was found that the system remains stable before, during, and after docking with the large debris. The
chaser synchronises with the target in 25 seconds, the steady-state error is 0.5 deg, and the propellant usage
is 0.64 kg. During the docking, the error decreases to 0.1 deg and requires only 0.12 kg of propellant. Again,
it was found that the effect of the docking has little impact on the motion of the system, because of the large
size of the debris. The stack is able to reorient in 250 seconds and reaches a steady-state error of 0.52 deg,
requiring 4.0 kg of propellant.

Furthermore, even for varying initial angular velocities the LQR could stabilise the system. Per ESA’s
requirements, the angular velocity vector can have any direction as long as it has a magnitude of 3.5 deg/s.
The synchronisation phase has a mean steady-state error of 0.38 deg and requires an average of 0.72 kg of
propellant. The stack mean steady-state error is equal to 0.4 deg and the mean propellant usage is 5.8 kg.

Evolving Systems proved to be a useful tool to evaluate the linear stability of the system. However, for
the nonlinear system a more detailed analysis should be performed. First, the simple spring-damper is too
much of an approximation to model the complex dynamics of the robot arm, tentacles, and pushing rods.
This improved model might involve multiple, interconnected spring-dampers. Second, the time-history of
the evolutionary parameter has to be studied in more detail. For now, a linear relation was used, but there
is no evidence that the actual docking procedure proceeds in this fashion.
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